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recently been cloned and the characteristic somatic genetic tumor

Abstract
BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutations confer increased risk for development of
breast cancer, but a number of additional, currently largely unknown,
somatic genetic defects must also accumulate In the breast epithelial cells

velopment of malignancyin genetically predisposedindividualshave
remained unknown. The germ-line defect predisposing to cancer

before malignancy develops To evaluate the nature of these additional
somatic genetic defects, we performed

a genome-wide

survey by compar

alive genomlc hybridization on breast cancers from 21 BRCA1 mutation
carriers, 15 BRCA2 mutation carriers, and 55 unselected controls. The
total number of genetic changes was almost two times higher in tumors
from both BRCAJ and BRCA2 mutation carriers than in the control
group.

In BRCAJ tumors,

losses of Sq (86%), 4q (81%), 4p (64%), 2q

(40%), and 12q (40%) were significantly more common than in the control
group (7-13%). BRCA2 tumors were characterized by a higher frequency
of 13q (73%) and 6q (60%) losses and gains of 17q22-q24

tumor

progression

may follow a unique

pathway

limiting step from the multistep cancer progression pathway. How
ever, a large number of additional genetic changes and intermediate
lesions are presumably required before a clinically evident malig
nancy arises (6). Whether these changes are the same as those in
volved in sporadic tumor development or whether the germ-line
recently shown that tumors from BRCAJ mutation carriers were often
histologically aggressive, steroid receptor-negative, DNA aneuploid,
highly proliferative as well as TP53 positive and ERBB2 negative by
immunostaining (9â€”i1). These phenotypic properties are rather dis
tinct from those seen in unselected breast carcinomas and may suggest

In individuals

genetically predisposed to cancer, especially by the BRCA1 gene. Activa
tion or loss of genes In the affected chromosomal

represents a critical early mutation that apparently removes a rate

defect sets off a unique progression pathway, is not known. It was

(87%) and

20q13 (60%) as compared to the prevalence ofthese changes in the control
group (12â€”18%).In conclusion, accumulation of somatic genetic changes
during

progression patterns are emerging, there is veiy little information on
the interactions between these two types of genetic alterations. In
particular, the specific somatic genetic changes that lead to the de

regions may be selected

for during tumor progression In cells lacking functional BRCA1 or

a distinct progressionpathway for these tumors.

BRCA2. Identification

Here, we have performed a genome-wide search for the chromo
somal regions that are either amplified or deleted during the somatic

ofsuch genes could provide targets for therapeutic

Intervention and early diagnosis.

cancer development process in BRCAJand in BRCA2mutationcar

Introduction

tiers. CGH3 findings from breast cancers from BRCAJ and BRCA2

mutation carriers were compared with those seen in 55 unselected

Germ-line mutations in the BRCAJ and BRCA2 genes confer in
creased

risk to breast

cancer

and are estimated

to account

for â€”50%

of all hereditary breast cancers and â€”70%of families with breast and
ovarian cancer (1â€”3).However, only 5â€”10%of all breast cancers are

breast carcinomas, analyzed earlier.4 Characteristic genetic changes
found by CGH in BRCAJ and BRCA2 mutation carriers were further

validatedby FISH and LOH.

strongly influenced by germ-line defects (1, 4). Most breast cancers
arise as a result of the accumulation of somatic genetic damage in the
breast epitheial cells. A large number of specific somatic genetic

changes have been identified that may be important in this progression
cascade. These changes include inactivations

of tumor suppressor

Patients and Methods
Patients, Tumor Specimens, and Germ-line Mutations. Twenty-one
breast cancers from BRCA1 mutation carriers and 3 from BRCA2 mutation
carriers came from the Department of Oncology at the Lund University

genes, such as p13, andlosses of additionalputativetumorsuppressor Hospital in Sweden. Twelve other breast carcinomas from BRCA2 families
genes in the following chromosomal regions 3p, 6q, 7q, 8p, lip, llq,
13q, 16q, and 18q (5, 6). Amplifications involving oncogenes ERBB2,
Cyclin-Di, and Myc (5) are also common, and additional DNA
amplifications affecting other chromosomal regions, such as 20q13
and i7q22â€”q24 may also occur (7, 8).
Although the genes involved in breast cancer predisposition have
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originated from the from the Department of Pathology University Hospital of
Iceland. Histopathologicaily, all BRCAJ cancers were grade ifi invasive ductal
carcinomas.

Summaryof grade,stage, steroidreceptorstatus,andploidy in bothBRCAJ
and BRCA2cancers as well as in the control group are given in Table 1.
Grading was applied only to ductal invasive cancer; thus, two lobular carci
nomas and one medullary carcinoma were excluded. Mutation analyses of the

BRCAJ and BRCA2 cases have been described in detail elsewhere (12, 13).
Mutations were first screened by single-stranded

conformation polymorphisms

and the proteintruncationtest, and all suspectedfmdings were subsequently
verified by direct sequencing.In BRCAJcases, the 21 patientsrepresent13
different kindreds, seven different mutations, and one unknown mutation, the
3 The abbreviations

used are: CGH, comparative

genomic

hybridization;

FISH,

fluo

rescencein situ hybridization;LOH,lossof heterozygosity.
Fax:

4 M.
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Karhu,
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Kaffioniemi,

J. Isola,

and

0.

Kaffioniemi.

Molecular cytogenetics of primary breast cancer by CGH, submitted for publication.
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Table 1 Clinicopathologicalcharacteristicsof cancers in carriers ofBRCAJ and

(Scilimage with extensions written by Damir Sudar and Jim Piper, Resource of

BRCA2 mutations
cancersControlBRCAJ
in comparison to control

MolecularCytogenetics,Berkeley,CA). The CGHsoftwareused has been
thoroughly described and validated previously (18).
FISH Analyses. For FISH analysis, nuclei from three paraffin-embedded

BRCA2cancersStage0

tumor samples were obtained by a modified Vindelov method (19). Target P1
10I
215HA

0
10

819fiB

7

319ifiA

4

01IIIB
11GradeInsitu

0
0

10I
013II
327ifi
915Unknown
20ERâ€•

probes, mapped to 4q22â€”q24 (CENP gene) and 5q31 .2 (IRFJ gene) and
reference probes 9q34.2 (D9S1624) and l4q23-q24 (J5EST) were nick trans
lated with biotin-l4-dATP
and digoxigenin-ll-dUTP.
In dual-color FISH
experiments, tumor cell preparations were denaturated in a 70% formam

ide/2X SSC at 78Â°Cfor 5 mm and dehydrated in ethanol, followed by
proteinase

0
0
0
19
2

formamide/10%

statusPositive

634Negative
918Unknown
03PR
statusPositive
617Negative

0
19
2

935Unknown

17

03PloidyDiploid

4

527Aneuploid
826Unknown
22Total

1
11
9

(20

@ag/ml). Prior to this, the slides were incubated

in a

dextran sulfate/2X SSC, was denatured for 5 mm at 80Â°Cand

appliedto denaturedcells on slide. Hybridizationwas done overnightat 37Â°C
undera coverslip in a moist chamber.After hybridization,the bound probes
were detected immunochemically with avidin-FITC and anti-digoxigenin rho
damine. Slides were counterstained

0

1555Mean

with 0.2 @xM
4,6-diamino-2-phenylindole

in a antifadesolution and scored for copy numberof the two differentially
labeled probes with the Olympus microscope.

LOH Analyses. Four BRCAJDNA samples were examined for genetic
alterations by using microsatellite
D5S647,

43.1 (32â€”73)

and D5S246.

In addition,

D45427,

D5S393,

nine BRCA2 cases were analyzed

markers D4S1554,

for LOH

at l3q using markersD13S238, D13S260, D13S171, D13S267, andRB). LOH
for tumorsamples was determinedby comparingthe intensitiesof the alleles
in the tumorand the normalDNA. Loss was consideredsignificant,when the

21

(34â€”92)a
age (range)

K digestion

mixturecontaining50% glycerol/0.l X SSC (pH 7.5) in 90Â°Cfor 3 mm and
then in 2X SSC for 2 atm. Ten p1 of the hybridizationmmxtu@,
consisting of
18 ng ofeach ofthe labeledprobesand 10 @xg
ofhuman placentalDNA in 50%

41.5 (27â€”54)62.0

ER, estrogen receptor; PR, progesterone receptor.

signal intensity

of one of the alleles

was reduced

by 50% or more as compared

to the ratio of the two alleles in the peripheralblood specimen. In Icelandic
latter in which linkage and LOH analyses gave strong evidence for BRCAJ
involvement(threecases). The known mutationsshow the following distribu
tion: 2594delC (three cases), l2Oldell 1 (two cases), C18O6T(five cases),
3l66ins5 (four cases), 13000

(two cases), l6l5delA

(one case), and Gl l77A

samples, audiograms were inspected visually by comparing the intensity of

alleles from normaland tumorDNA and interpretingthem by two reviewers.
Any absence or significant decrease in the intensity of one allele relative to the
other was consideredalleic imbalance.

(one case). All IcelandicBRCA2mutationcarrierscarrya 999del5 mutation
and segregate a common BRCA2 haplotype (14), whereas the three BRCA2

Statistical Analyses. Differences in the frequency of involvement of the
individual chromosomal changes in the BRCAJ and BRCA2 groups relative to

cases from Lund contain

that seen in the control group were tested with Fisher's exact test. Ps were

different

mutations:

4486de1G,

2024de15, and

two-tailed. Differences in the total number of changes in the different patient

A3058T.
As a referencematerial,we used 55 unselectedprimarybreastcarcinomas

groupswere tested with the nonparametricMann-WhitneyU test.

diagnosed in Tampere, Finland during 1988-1991. These tumors had been
analyzed recently by CGH, as described in detail elsewhere.4 These cases were

Results

not selectedfor familialpredispositionand, therefore,representprimarily
sporadic breast cancer. The distribution of stage and histopathological and
biological features are listed in Table 1.

Overall Number of Genetic Changes in the BRCAJ and BRCA2
Cases and in the Control

Cancers.

The mean number of genetic

CGHAnalyses.DNAfrom15paraffin-embedded
tumors(14BRCAJand changes was higher in breast cancers from BRCAJ (12.2 Â±5.3 per

1 BRCA2 samples) was extracted using a method optimized for archival

tumor) and BRCA2 (12.5 Â±4.9) mutation carriers than in the control

specimens (15). All other samples (7 BRCAJ, 14 BRCA2, and 55 sporadic

group (7.7 Â±5.0). This higherprevalencewas statisticallysignificant

tumors) were freshly frozen, and the genomic DNA was extracted using
routine methods. CGH was performed as described in detail (16, 17). Tumor

for both BRCAJ cases (P = 0.001 compared to controls) and BRCA2
cases (P = 0.0013) and was attributable to a somewhat higher number

DNAS were labeled with FITC-dUTP

femalereferenceDNA, extractedfromperipheralblood,with Texas Red

of DNA gains and a significantly higher number of DNA losses in
these genetically predisposed groups. BRCAJ and BRCA2 tumors

dUTP (DuPont) using nick translation. Labeled tumor and normal DNAs (400

were often poorly differentiated. The total number of genetic changes

(DuPont,

Boston, MA) and normal

ng each),togetherwith 10 @g
of unlabeledCot-l DNA (LifeTechnologies,
Inc., Gaithersburg, MD), were dissolved in a hybridization mixture consisting
of 50% fonnamide, 10%dextransulfate,2X SSC solution(1X SSC is 0.15 M
NaCI-O.0l5Msodiumcitrate,pH 7). This mixturewas denaturedat 75Â°Cfor
5 mm and applied on normal lymphocyte metaphasepreparations.Prior to
hybridization,

the metaphase

spreads

were denatured

at 72â€”74Â°Cfor 2.5â€”3mm

among the grade III control cancers (n = 15) was slightly lower
(9.1 Â±4.5) than the mean value seen in either the BRCA1 or the
BRCA2 groups.
Specific Somatic Genetic Changes in the BRCAJ Cases. In the
BRCAJ cases, losses most often involved the following five chromo

in a formamidesolution (70% formamide,2X SSC, pH 7) and dehydratedin

somal regions: Sq (86%), 4q22â€”qter
(81%), 4p (64%), l3q (55%),

a seriesof 70, 85, and100%ethanol.Thehybridization
wasdoneat37Â°C
for

2q22â€”q34 (40%),

48 h. After hybridization,the slides were washed three times in 50% form

Losses of Sq and 4q were only seen in 11% of the control cancers

aniide/2X

(P < 0.0001), and losses of the other regions were also substantially
less common in the control cancers. In contrast, losses of 8p and l6q
were more common in the control group than in the BRCAJ cases. In
contrast to what has been reported previously by LOH (20â€”22),no
losses were found by CGH at the locus of origin of the BRCAJ gene

SSC (pH 7), two times in 2X SSC, and one time in 0.1 X SSC at

45Â°C,
followed by 2X SSC and0.1 MNaH2PO4,0.1 MNa@HPO@,0.1%,0.1%
NP4O(pH 8) anddistilled waterat roomtemperaturefor 5 raineach. Afterair
drying, the samples were coanterstained

with 4,6-diamino-2-phenylindole

in

an antifadesolution. Digital images were acquiredfrom the hybridizedmet
aphase spreads by a Xilhix CCD camera attached to an Olympus BX5O
epifluorescence

microscope (Olympus Tokyo, Japan) and interfaced to a Sun

l2q14â€”q21 (40%), and Xq2lâ€”qter (40%; Fig. 1).

at17q12â€”q2i.

Less dramatic differences between the BRCAJ group and the con
LX workstation(Sun MicrosystemsComputerCorp., MountainView, CA).
The images were analyzed by Scilimage software with QUIPS extensions trol group were seen when the frequencies of specific DNA sequence
1223
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Gains
___Control cancers n=55

â€”BRCAI
n@21
â€”BRCA2
n15

U,
a,
0,
C
U,

p-arms

q-arms

Fig. 1. Distribution by chromosomal arm of copy number changes
detected by CGH in breast cancers from BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutation

carriersand fromcontrolpatients.Gainsand lossesof chromosomal
arms are shown separately, q arms are below and p arms above the axis.

Thefrequency
of thechangeindicatedinthefigurerefersto themost
often lost or gained region along each chromosome arm. Some chro

Losses

mosomal regions had more than one common minimal region of
involvement (e.g., gains of l7q12 and 17q22-.-q24 regions). Signifi
cance of the difference in the frequency of a particular aberration in the
BRCAI and BRCA2 cases was compared with the frequency in the

controlsusingthe Fisher'sexacttest withtwo-tailedPs. *, P < 0.05;
**,

P

<

0.01;

***,

P

<

0.001.

I
p-arms

q-arms

gains were evaluated. The two most frequent gains, those involving 8q
(73%) and iq (55%), were virtually equally common in the two
groups, as were gains of l6p. Gains of 6p, lOp, and i7q22â€”q24 were
more common in the BRCA1 cases than in the control cancers,
whereas the reverse was true for Sp gains.
Because of the high prevalence of 4q and Sq losses in BRCAJ

tumors, we also performedLOH studies using PCR on polymorphic
markers at two regions along 4q (D4S1554 and D4S427) and three
regions along Sq (D5S393, D5S647, and D5S346) in four tumors from

BRCAJ carriers (Table 2). All of these tumors showed loss of both

regionsby CGH (Fig.2). Four of the tumorsalso showedLOH at 4q
and three at Sq. Furthermore,relative loss of the Sq region was also
validated by FISH with P1 probes for Sq and for reference chromo
somes (Fig. 2, C and D).
Specific Somatic Genetic Changes in the BRCA2 Cases. BRCA2
cases showed the highest frequency of loss at the following five

chromosomalregions: l3cenâ€”q21
(73%), 6q (60%), 8p (53%), 3p2lâ€”
cen (53%), i lql4â€”q2i (53%), and Xcenâ€”q24(47%). All of these

Table 2 Results ofallelic imbalance (Al) studies at 4q and Sq in selected tumors from BRCAJ mutation carriers and at 13q in BRCA2mutation carriers
Two markerswere used for 4q, three for 5q, and five for 13q. A! was interpretedas being indicativeof LOH.
CaseChromosomeCGHMarkersBRCAI4qD4S1554D4S42717LossAlAl22LassA!Al6LossNot

informativeAl18LossAlAlBRCAI5qD5S393D5S647D5S34617LassAlNot

informative22LassAlAlNot
informative6LossAlAlAl18LossNo
AlNo
informativeBRCA2l3qD13S238D13S260D13171D13S267RbILossNot

AlNot
informativeNot

informativeAl2LossAlAl3LossAlAl4LassAlAl6LossAlNot

informativeAl8LassAlAlAlAlAl9LassNo

Al15LassAlAl11NormalNoAlNoAl

AlNo

AlNo
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Fig. 2. CGHfindingsillustratingthe loss of chromosomes4 and5 in a tumorfroma BRCAIgerm-linemutationcarrierandthe validationof these losses by LOHandFISHstudies.
A, average green to red (tumor to normal DNA sequence copy number) profiles along chromosomes 4 and 5 based on CGH analysis of a breast cancer in a BRCA I mutation carrier
(case no. 22). The entire chromosome 4 and most of 5q were lost, as seen from a decrease of the mean green:red ratio profile below the reference level for normal ratio variability

0.85. B, LOHanalysisof the same tumorusing five markersfor chromosomes4 and 5 (approximatelocation shown below chromosomeideograms)indicatesa clear LOHat both4q
andSq with every marker.The imbalancebetweenthe intensitiesof the two bandsin the tumorspecimen(7) as comparedto the bandintensitiesin the correspondingperipheralblood
(B) specimen was interpreted as signifying LOH. C. FISH analysis of nuclei from case no. 6 illustrating loss of material from 4q. A P1 probe for the CENP gene (4q22-q24) was labeled

in red and a probe for a reference locus (D9S1624) at 9q in green. Only one red and two green signals are seen, illustrating relative loss of 4q in the tumor. This figure illustrates one
nucleusat a single focal plane.This patternvariedfromone nucleusto another,butthe relativeloss of 4q was a constantobservation.D, quantitativeanalysisof the meancopy number
(bars, SD)of4q

and Sq mci in nuclei

from a breast tumorofa

BRCAJ

mutation

carrier. The copy number

ofboth

CENP(at

44@22â€”q24)and IRFI

(at 5q31) were significantly

(P < 0.001)

lower than the averagecopy numberfor two referenceprobes(15E8T at 14q22â€”q24
and D9S1624 at 9q). The copy numberdifferences were evaluatedfrom 200 nuclei.

losses, except for 3p, were also rather common in the control group,

Frequency of LOH was also evaluated at 13q, the most common

although the frequencies of involvement were much lower than
among the BRCA2 cases. The most dramatic differences between
BRCA2 cases and the controls were seen in the prevalence of specific

site of loss in BRCA2 cases

DNA sequence gains. Gain of the distal l7q-region (l7q22â€”q24

this region. In a larger study of LOH,5 a similarly

elevated

region) was seen in 87% and 20ql3 amplification in 60% of the
BRCA2 cases but only in 18% (in both regions) of the controls. In
contrast, gains of lq and 8q were seen equally often in the BRCA2

of l3q was seen in the BRCA2 cases (78%, n

15) as compared to

by CGH (Table

2). For the nine cases

where both CGH and LOH results were available for the same tumors,
a high degree of concordance

group and the control group.

5 G.
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an independent control group also evaluated by LOH (39%, n = 142).

The concordancebetween CGH andLOH was less perfectfor some of
the other genomic regions, for example 83% for 3p, 67% for 6q, 50%
for l6q, but only 30% for l7q.5 However, in most of these chromo
some arms, few cases (from S to 10) had data from both LOH and

CGH. Furthermore,in the case of chromosome 17, several different
regions are often involved either in gains or losses, making LOH/CGH

searched for previously in sporadic breast cancer, but allelotyping
studies have reported only a low 5â€”15%prevalence with randomly

selected markers(6).
BRCA2 breast cancers showed a high frequency of losses on several
chromosome arms, such as 13q, 6q, and 8p. All of these regions have
been implicated previously in sporadic breast cancer. However, the

comparisons more difficult.

frequencies of involvement were much higher in the BRCA2 tumors
than in the controls by CGH as well as, in most loci, also by LOH.6

Discussion

The site of the BRCA2 gene at 13q was the most often involved
region. This indicates that the loss of the second wild-type allele (25)

This genome-wide

survey of DNA copy number changes

in BRCA2 cases is likely to take place by a large physical deletion.

by CGH

suggests that the somatic genetic aberrations accumulating during
breast cancer development and progression in carriers of BRCAJ and
BRCA2 mutations are both quantitatively and qualitatively different
from those involved in breast cancer progression in the absence of a
clear genetic predisposition. The large overall number of genetic
changes suggests that removal of a critical rate-limiting gene from the
germ line may result in the accelerated accumulation of secondary
somatic genetic defects. One possibility is that BRCA1, BRCA2, or

other, currentlyunknowndownstreamgenes (23) are involved in the
maintenance of genetic stability. Interestingly, an elevated frequency
of p53 immunostaininghas been found in BRCAJcases (10) as well
as in other hereditary breast cancers (23). The high overall number of

genetic aberrationsin BRCAJ and BRCA2 tumors may underlie the
observation that both tumor types are histopathologically aggressive
(9â€”11).All BRCAJ cases and six of nine of BRCA2 cases are of
histological grade ifi.
Although some genetic changes were equally common in all three
patient groups, several chromosomal regions appeared to be prefer
entially involved in the sporadic tumors, others in BRCAJ cases, and
yet others in BRCA2 cases. These observations raise a number of
possible scenarios for the tumor progression process in vivo. Chro
mosomal changes that are seen in all tumor groups are probably
closely associated with malignant transformation and/or early tumor
progression and are likely to occur regardless of the genetic predis
position. The finding of more common genetic changes in sporadic
cases at certain chromosomal

regions

may indicate

that these partic

ular genetic defects provide little proliferative advantage and are,
therefore, not selected for if the BRCAJ or BRCA2 genes are defec
tive. Conversely, other genetic changes may confer little or no selec
tive advantage for tumor progression, unless they occur in cells that
already contain BRCA1 or BRCA2 germ-line mutations. Thus,
changes seen preferentially in either the BRCAJ or BRCA2 tumors
may collaborate with these germ-line defects in inducing malignant
transformation or promoting tumor progression. The fact that BRCAJ

BRCA2 cases showed the same frequency of lq and 8q gains as seen

in the control group but a substantiallyhigher frequency of amplifi
cations involving two recently discovered amplification sites, i7q22q24 and 20q13. The target genes at these chromosomal sites are

currentlyunknownand are being investigated with a positional don
ing strategy (7, 26). The present data indicate that they may have a
particularly important role in the progression of breast cancers in

BRCA2 mutation carriers.
CGH studies proved useful for pinpointing potential specific re
gions of loss and gain in tumors from BRCAJ and BRCA2 mutation

carriers.CGH is a whole-genome screeningtool and does not provide
accuratedateon the frequencyof involvementof individualgenes and
loci. Furthermore,CGH is not sensitive to allelic losses that are
caused by mechanismsother than large physical deletions. However,
in contrast to allelic imbalance studies, it is able to distinguish
between gains and losses of DNA sequences. It is interesting to note
that in the case of BRCA2 tumors, knowledge of the high frequency of
somatic losses at the i3q region could have helped to direct linkage

studies of non-BRCAJ families to this chromosomal region at an early
stage. This suggests that CGH studies of somatic genetic changes in
tumors from hereditary cancer families could be advantageous in

pinpointingcandidateregions for the searchof genetic predisposition
loci. The wild-type allele of the predisposing gene in hereditary
cancers is often eliminated by deletion, as expected for recessive
tumor suppressor genes based on Knudson's model (25, 27). This
somatic loss of the specific loci predisposing to cancer has been

reportedin retinoblastoma(RBJ locus at 13q14; Ref. 27) and for the
adenomatouspolyposis coli (APC gene at Sq21; Refs. 28 and 29) and
is also found in tumors from both BRCAJ and BRCA2 kindreds (22,
30, 3i). However, the fact that BRCA1 tumors never showed losses at
l7q12â€”q21region by CGH indicates that the resolution of CGH may

not always be sufficient, especially in the case of such a small
chromosome,which harborsmany differentgenes thateach may have
an independent role in breast cancer (p53 at l7pl3.l,

ERBB2 onco

gene at 17q12, BRCAJ at l7q21, and two other more distal LOH

and BRCA2 progression pathways differ from one anotherindicates
that genetic predispositionper se and earlier age of onset in these

regions, as well as an amplified region at 17q22-q24; Refs. S and 8).

cases are not likely to account for the differences seen between the
patient groups.
Somatic genetic changes that were characteristic to BRCA1 cases

Finally, the specific chromosomalaberrationsfound in this study to
be associated with tumorigenesis in carriersof BRCA1 and BRCA2
mutationsare likely to be helpful for the understandingof the specific

included losses of chromosomalregions 4q in 81% and Sq in 86% of

molecular pathogenesis and somatic genetic progression pathways

the cases. These chromosomal regions pinpoint candidate loci for the
search of genes whose inactivation promotes tumor progression in
individuals predisposed to breast cancer because of a BRCA1 mute

thatcontributeto malignancydevelopmentin genetically predisposed
individuals.The fact that specific regions and genes may be involved
in somatic genetic defects in BRCAJ and BRCA2 tumors further

tion. Almost the entire 4q and Sq regions appearedto be involved by

supports the idea from clinical and cinicopathological

CGH. Although LOH and FISH studies also suggested loss of this
large region, further studies with a larger number of probes along the

thattumorsdeveloping in these individuals may have unique biolog

whole arm may make it possible to narrow down a small minimal
overlapping region of loss. Previous LOH studies of breast cancer
have reported only low levels (less than 30%) of LOH at Sq (6, 24).
Most of the reports have only studied the adenomatous polyposis

studies (10, 32)

ical properties, e.g., response to therapy. The chromosomal regions
implicated in this study suggest locations where genes of potential
therapeutic

and diagnostic

importance

for these cancers might reside.

Identification of the genes involved may be useful in the development

colon gene locus at Sq21. Losses of 4q have not been specifically
1226
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unpublished

data.
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of biomarkersfor monitoringand evaluating the potentialfor further
progressionof preneoplasticandsmall neoplasticlesions foundduring
the screening and follow-up of these cancer-proneindividuals.Tech
niques for the analysis of these specific changes could be developed
from fine-needle aspirationbiopsies or nipple aspirates.

Tavtigian, S., Thlinius, H., Ogmundsdottir,H., and Eyt)ord, J. A single BRCA2
mutationin male and female breastcancerfamilies from Icelandwith variedcancer

phenotypes.Nat.Genet.,13: 117â€”129,
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